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Y ou need a replacement point-of-
sale system (POS)—but do you
have the right infrastructure to

support and maintain an in-house system?
Should you use an application service
provider (ASP) instead? Or how about
something even more radical, such as out-
sourcing your entire infrastructure to a
managed service provider (MSP)—also
called a management service provider? 

To decide whether either approach is
right for your organization, you first need
to understand the difference between the
two, align your business requirements
against both and, finally, avoid common
pitfalls for selecting either one. 

An ASP is a business that provides com-
puter-based services to customers over a
network. Software offered using an ASP
model is slowly being replaced by the
terms “software as a service” (SaaS) and,
most important, “on demand.” 

The main tenets of the ASP (often
defined by the mantra “low-cost, good
enough”) model are:

� an Internet-based delivery model;
� the use of shared components

owned and operated by the ASP, such as
infrastructure, network, personnel and,
sometimes, the database and application
itself; 

� a pay-per-use billing methodology,
either by transaction or by subscription
fee; and

� template-based solutions with little
customization of code.

An MSP, on the other hand, is a com-
pany that manages information technol-
ogy services for other companies via the
Internet. The Gartner Group, Stamford,
Connecticut, has defined boundaries for
the MSP market according to service defi-
nitions and asset ownership. 

Within the MSP market, Gartner also
distinguishes between an MSP and an ASP:

� An MSP delivers management tech-
nologies for networks, systems, applica-
tions and eBusiness infrastructures. 

� An ASP delivers application func-
tionality and associated services across a
network to multiple customers, using a
pay-as-you-go pricing model. 

� MSPs can del iver  their  services
directly to enterprises by providing man-
agement services for their infrastructure,
or indirectly as a service to an ASP or
other service provider.  

� In managed services, the customer
generally owns (or licenses) the applica-
tion; the vendor is just hosting it. 

MSPs can provide ASPs with services to
manage portions of the infrastructure that
are outside the ASPs’ core set of compe-
tencies. These same services can be pro-
vided directly to an end business. In lay-

men’s terms, this means that you can use
an MSP to manage the infrastructure of
your application provided by an ASP.

In determining which option is right for
you—contracting with an ASP, or licensing
the application and hosting it with an MSP
or supporting it yourself in-house—you
must take a hard look at your true needs
for customization, the capabilities and
quantity of your in-house staff and the
return-on-investment (ROI) requirements of
such a venture.  

ASP solutions initially boomed as part
of the late 1990s Internet-hype cycle as a
panacea for most software ills, only to bust
like so many other dot-coms. Having failed
to deliver on those early promises, ASPs
are rebounding today. This is due to the
low cost of hardware, the maturity of soft-
ware such as virtual networks (vLAN) and

virtual machines (VMWare), and the avail-
ability of multiple secure data centers,
which are making the task of building
highly secure, scalable solutions a much
more achievable venture. They offer signifi-
cant cost reductions, but with tradeoffs.

ASPs are great for small companies that
lack resources or funding for running sys-
tems in-house. In general, an ASP solution
is a lower-cost, faster-to-implement alter-
native to licensed software. ASPs typically
share their application across clients with
data commingled, making it a multi-tenant
type of architecture. 

This causes several challenges that must
be addressed: data redundancy, recovery
and security. Large customers may drain

system process resources or attract hack-
ers, either of which can affect your data or
your access to them. You may be forced to
take upgrades, whether or not you are
ready as a business to accept them, and
have limited flexibility in customizing the
application to fit your needs.  

For larger, more complicated require-
ments, you may need to license internally
or leverage an MSP. Using an MSP does
away with several of the drawbacks of an
ASP solution; however, it is more expen-
sive and often takes a longer path to
implementation. 

The MSP runs an instance of your soft-
ware on its own separate hardware dedi-
cated to you, sharing only backbone infra-
structure and Internet pipes with other
customers. The MSP also can host more
than one of your critical applications. 

ASPs are great for small companies
that lack resources or funding for
running systems in-house. 
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With an MSP, you have the ability to
upgrade when the business is ready for it,
customize the software and avoid the risks
that sharing infrastructure may bring. With
an MSP, you bear the cost of the software
licensing and the hosting fees, but elimi-
nate much of the infrastructure costs.

Although customer-relationship man-
agement (CRM) providers such as Sales-
force.com are the dominant ASP providers,
there are several examples in the mortgage
industry as well. Xpede was an early exam-
ple that ultimately failed due to lack of
market acceptance. It was designed to han-
dle the mortgage application and fulfill-
ment process, and integrated tightly with
the lender’s Web site to provide the lender
a customer-centric view. Xpede was pur-
chased by ALLTEL Corporation (which was
itself purchased by Fidelity National Infor-
mation Services, Jacksonville, Florida) and
eventually shut down. 

Today there are dozens of mortgage
product vendors that offer ASP solutions
in a var iety of different ways.  Many
providers offer their customers multiple
options to licensing their software—from
licensing the application and installing in-
house; to paying per transaction in an ASP
model ;  to offer ing a higher-end MSP
model, where the vendor provides an envi-
ronment for hosting a single instance of
the software in addition to potentially
hosting other critical applications. 

ASP vendors in the mortgage industry
commonly offer product, pricing and under-
writing engines or Web portal solutions.
However, a few vendors currently offer their
customers the option of having an end-to-
end loan origination system (LOS) externally
hosted as well. This is accomplished most
often in an MSP environment due to the
customer’s common need to be able to
individually customize its LOS.   

For example, two of the newer entrants
into this ASP/MSP market are: Overture
Technologies, Bethesda, Maryland, and
Mortgage Cadence Inc./3T Systems Inc.,
Greenwood Village, Colorado.

Overture offers both a client-installed
and a managed-service version of Mozart
AUSTM, its rules-based product, pricing and
underwriting system. For each customer, the
application (Mozart) is hosted on its own
instance of both hardware and software. 

In contrast ,  Mortgage Cadence/3T
offers an ASP and MSP as two distinct

offerings. Its ASP is an out-of-the-box solu-
tion offering minimal customization. It
offers a succinct set of products and solu-
tions, and is more automated and much
quicker to get up and running than its man-
aged-service or locally installed solution. 

Within Mortgage Cadence/3T’s ASP
environment, only the hardware is shared
among customers—the database and
application are both separate instances. Its
MSP option, on the other hand, offers a
more customized approach where each
customer has its own hardware and appli-
cation environment. 

For both Overture and Mortgage
Cadence/3T, MSP customers have the
option of their vendor hosting their Web
site and other critical applications.

How do you determine if either an ASP
or MSP is right for you? There are risks, the
greatest of which appears to be your rela-
tionship with the provider itself. According
to Gartner Group, through 2005, 60 per-
cent of enterprises that terminated man-
aged-service contracts will cite business
and relationship issues—not performance
issues—as the causes for termination.  

In  order to properly decide which
approach to take, you need to first define
internal requirements. Your answers to
these requirements will help determine
which provider can best meet your com-
pany’s needs.

At a minimum, an ASP/MSP needs:
� networks that enable it  to offer

dependable, predictable performance;
� reliable and scalable operating sys-

tems and database platforms;
� reliable facilities; and
� ongoing operational capabilities.
The following checklist may also be

very helpful when deciding between an
ASP or MSP solution:

� Check provider financial viability.
� Check provider strategy viability.
� Determine how well it integrates

with the other services (such as fraud sys-
tems, automated valuation models [AVMs],
etc.).

� Inquire about maturity and effec-
tiveness of vendor’s infrastructure and
process for delivering services.

� Determine if there is a rent-to-buy
option.

� If ASP-only, determine if vendor’s
infrastructure fits within your enterprise
architecture.

� Review completeness of vendor’s
scope of services.

� Don’t start without a contract.
Make sure a service-level agreement

(SLA) is  in place to hold the provider
accountable for the final outcome and to
give you something to measure against.
You must also protect yourself from the
vendor’s possible insolvency or acquisition. 

Pay particular attention to your termi-
nation rights when negotiating managed-
services or ASP contracts. Do you have an
“out” in the case of a provider’s bank-
ruptcy filing? Many vendor contracts have
standard text relating to contracts being
assigned to a third party at the vendor’s
discretion. This unilateral provision solely
benefits the vendor. 

A vendor entering reorganization will
likely want to show your contract as an
asset, which it can do only if you’re locked
in or have expressed a willingness to stay.
You may have rights in the case of bank-
ruptcy,  but such r ights aren’t  usual ly
granted by default in these agreements.
Enterprises must have implicit contract
clauses that give them, at a minimum,
shared control of their destiny if the ven-
dor becomes insolvent. 

Three related elements associated with
unexpected vendor business changes must
be considered:

� What are your rights?
� What compensation will be due to

you?
� What events trigger those rights and

compensations?
Depending on your specific business

and technical requirements and your inter-
nal capacity to support your technologies,
an ASP or an MSP may be the right move
for you. If done right, the risks that five
years ago were associated with ASPs are
no longer a factor. Meanwhile, the MSP
option allows you to have (if your require-
ments demand) a customized solution
without many of the costs and risks asso-
ciated with hosting and maintaining it
internally. With these new and improved
options, you must carefully and honestly
identify your requirements and closely
scrutinize your vendor.
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